
NON-MARKET METHODS OF 
CONGESTION MANAGEMENT

The non-market methods of congestion management essentially

refer to network capacity allocation based on some pre-defined set

of rules that neglect the ability or the willingness of a player to

pay for the transmission capacity. For such schemes and also for

explicit market based methods, the system operator is required to

know the capacity remaining with the grid, after accommodating the

transactions which is nothing but ATC.

• Capacity Allocation on First Come First Serve Basis There are

some systems in which the bilateral contracts are awarded for

transmission network access on first come first served basis. The

calculation of ATC facilitates a participant to determine whether

there is enough capacity available for him to do the transaction

between two nodes of concern.



• If enough capacity is left on the network so as to make a transaction,

the participant books his transaction with the system operator. After

this, the system operator updates the ATC. The next transaction in

line again checks whether there is enough corridor capacity

available to do the transaction.

• The drawback associated with this mechanism is that the

willingness to pay for transmission usage is not taken into account.

Those participants with high valuation of transmission network may

not get scheduled.

Capacity Allocation based on Pro-rata Methods Various norms

can be set to assign network capacities on pro-rata basis. The

capacities can be allocated on average load or generation, or

percentage of long term transactions or maximum demand, etc. In

other words, all participants receive an equal percentage of the total

amount of capacity they apply for. These norms are used for

capacity allocation as well as for congestion alleviation, which

is used in real time.



Limitations

• This scheme also has same limitations as in first come first served

method. Another limitation of this method is possible strategic

behavior of the market participants. The system of pro-rata

distribution of capacity can lead to market parties applying for

transmission capacity much more than what they want, knowing that

the actual amount that they will receive is physically limited.

• Capacity Allocation based on Type of Contract In this type of

capacity allocation, network capacity is allocated to a particular

type of transactions. For example, capacity is first allocated to firm

or long term transaction and in the rest of capacity, maximum

possible number of short term transactions are accommodated. If in

the real time operation, the re-dispatching of injections is required to

be done, the short term transactions are curtailed first ahead of long

term or firm transactions.



• EXPLICIT AUCTIONING The principle of explicit auctioning is

based on selling the available capacity of the tie line to the

highest bidder through auction. This is nothing but auctioning of

the tie line capacity. The explicit auctioning separates the energy

market from transmission capacity market. This approach is

commonly used in Europe for capacity allocation at several borders.

In explicit auctioning, the system operators (or the TSO in Europe)

determine ex-ante, the available transmission capacity (ATC)

considering security analysis, accepts bids from potential buyers

and allocates the capacity to the ones that value it most. Thus,

explicit auctioning is a market based concept, which provides

economic signals. Thus, with perfect foresight, bidders for

transmission capacity would predict the electricity market outcome

with efficient use of transmission. A limitation of this mechanism is

the increased complexity which may complicate trading activities of

market participants. Another limitation is that the mechanism fails to

account for parallel flows in meshed networks. In this context, a new

method has been proposed called coordinated auctioning.



• Coordinated Auctioning The coordinated auctioning splits the
markets into energy market and transmission capacity market.
Participants have to ensure that they own sufficient transmission
rights to conclude their energy exchanges. However, coordinated
auctioning tries to overcome problems associated with explicit
auctioning by accounting for the effects of loop flows in the network.
A central auctioneer is introduced who manages capacity
allocation at all borders included in the Internal European Market
(IEM). For coordinated auctioning, three steps are necessary:

• Each system operator informs the central auctioneer about the
available transmission capability (ATC).

• Market participants submit their bids to the central auctioneer.

• The auctioneer allocates transmission capacity using a model
similar to nodal pricing.

• Market participants may value their willingness to pay for
transmission rights by comparing the different zonal prices. Hence,
rational bidders for transmission rights will submit bids equal to the
zonal difference in energy prices, as savings for cheaper energy are
traded off against the transmission costs. With perfect foresight and
all information available, a coordinated auction will lead to the same
allocation as the nodal pricing approach, which in turn is considered
as an economically efficient decision.


